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Technical Notes and Correspondence_______________________________ The “+” denotes binary addition and e is the “cross-over” probability. At time k , a decoder receives z^k . Based on its observations z^k = (^ z0 ; . . . ; z^k ), the decoder makes an estimate x^k of xk . We assume a perfect “reverse” channel from the decoder to encoder, so the encoder is characterized by functions k



Scalar Estimation and Control With Noisy Binary Observations Tunc Simsek, Rahul Jain, and Pravin Varaiya Abstract—We consider a simple one-dimensional system whose observations are sent to a state estimator over a noisy binary communication link. The interesting thing about the system is that it is unstable. The problem is to design an encoding scheme and a decoder such that the estimation error is stable. We explicitly construct a simple but efﬁcient estimator for the binary symmetric channel (BSC). We are not aware of any such previous “codes” for the BSC. We compare our results to the nonconstructive bounds of Sahai. Index Terms—Any-time information transmission, binary symmetric channel (BSC), data-rate limit, unstable source.



zk+1 = k (xk+1 ; z k ; z^k ); The decoder is described by functions



x^k =



z ;



k k (^ )



k  0:



k



k  0:



The problem is to design fk ; k g so that the error in the estimate is bounded, or to determine when no such encoder-decoder pair exists. III. SURVEY OF KNOWN RESULTS



I. INTRODUCTION Motivated by networked control applications, researchers in control and communication are developing a theory for real-time networked control. In particular, there is substantial interest in information-based control. An important problem in this area is that of noisy data-ratelimited estimation and control. The data-rate-limited estimation and control problems have been treated in [1]–[3]. A fundamental contribution is the data-rate-limit theorem, which serves as a basis for characterizing the informationcontent of control systems. However, the results do not seem to extend to estimation and control when the data are noisy. In this note we consider the estimation problem over the most basic noisy data-rate limited channel—the binary symmetric channel (BSC). We delineate conditions for which there are designs that produce stable estimates. We compare our results to the “random coding” bound of [5]. Throughout this note, we will use the notation xk = (x0 ; . . . ; xk ) k k and similarly for other symbols x ^ , z , and so on. II. PROBLEM SETUP We consider a one-dimensional (1-D), unstable discrete-time system



xk+1 = axk + wk ;



ja j > 1 ; k  0 ;



(1)



where wk 2 [0W; W ] is a bounded unknown disturbance. An encoder observes xk and, based on its observations up to time k , it emits a code-bit zk . The coded bit zk is sent through a binary symmetric channel (BSC) that ﬂips bits with probability 0 < e < 1=2. The channel is modeled by an i.i.d. process bk 2 f0; 1g with



z^k = zk + bk ; P (bk = 0) = 1 0 e; P (bk = 1) = e;



k  0:
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The general version of the problem consists of a higher order linear or nonlinear system constrained by an arbitrary discrete-time digital communication channel. The simplest variation is the data-rate limited estimation problem, in which the channel is assumed to be perfect



z^k = zk ;



k  0:



This case is studied extensively for general linear and nonlinear systems in [1]–[3]. An instance of their more general results is the following. Theorem 1 [2, Sec. 3.5]: Let z^k = zk , k  0. If jaj < 2 then a bounded-error encoder–decoder pair exists such that sup k



0



jxk 0 x^k j < 1:



If jaj > 2 no such pair exists. Remark 1: When jaj = 2 the system exhibits undesirable ergodic behaviors. This is studied in [4]. For nonperfect channels, the problem turns out to be difﬁcult. The only relevant result that we are aware of was given by in [5]. Here, Sahai took an information theoretic approach and simpliﬁed the setup by separating the source and the channel in the following sense. First, design an encoder–decoder pair for (1), assuming that the channel is noiseless. This is called the “source” code. Then, design another encoder–decoder pair that can carry the source code “reliably” across the channel. Using this separation he obtained the following result. Theorem 2 (Sahai): Consider system (1). Let the BSC have crossover probability e 6= 1=2 and let C = 1 + e log e + (1 0 e) log(1 0 e) be its Shannon capacity. If ln jaj < C , there exists a stable estimator such that sup E k



0



jxk 0 x^k j` < 1



for any ` < Er (ln jaj)= ln jaj and Er is Gallager’s [8, Sec. 5.6] exponent. Remark 2: The theorem holds for any noisy discrete-time channel provided that C denotes the Shannon capacity of the channel and Er (R) is Gallager’s random coding exponent for that channel. The exponent Er (R) for the BSC is calculated in [8, p. 146]. This theorem provides a lower bound on the performance of encoder–decoder pairs for the BSC. It is important to note that the theorem states the “existence” of a pair with the speciﬁed bound, but it does not provide a feasible construction. The theorem assumes that
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the encoder and decoder have access to a common source of randomness. This randomness is used to transform “bad” deterministic noise sequences fwk g to “good” random sequences. On the positive side, the theorem does not require a perfect reverse channel. IV. MAIN RESULT We proceed to design a simple encoder–decoder pair for the BSC. The pair outperforms the bounds given in Theorem 2. For each k  0, the decoder maintains a conﬁdence interval Ik = [lk ; uk ], which it believes (perhaps incorrectly) contains the true state xk , and estimates x^k as the mid-point of this interval



x^k



=



lk + u k



2



:



(2)



At time k + 1, the encoder also computes the interval Ik . The encoder can do this, because it has perfect knowledge of the decoder. The encoder sends a “cut” if the interval contains the true state; otherwise it sends a “distinguishing” bit to inform the decoder that the interval does not contain the true state. The decoder shrinks the interval when it receives a cut and expands the interval when it receives the distinguishing bit. We make this precise. At time k , the decoder receives a variablelength code-word



z^k



= 1 or z^kk+N = (0; i1 ; i2 ; . . . ; iN ):



(3)



There are either 2 + 1 possible code-words (0; i1 ; . . . ; iN ) of length N + 1 all beginning with “0;”or it is a the code-word of length one “1.” The code-word “1” is called the “distinguishing bit” and any word (0; i1 ; . . . ; iN ) is called a “cut.” The cut is interpreted as the binary j 01 . representation of an integer i = N j =1 ij 2 N Partition the interval Ik01 into 2 pieces of equal length (uk01 0 lk01 )=2N as N



lk01



= p0  p1  1 1 1  p2 = uk01 :



Upon receiving the cut z^kk+N = (0; i1 ; i2 ; . . . ; iN ) the decoder computes the integer i represented by iN 1 and thinks that the true state xk01 is in the ith piece [pi ; pi+1 ] of the 2N partition of Ik01 . So, the decoder updates the interval as follows. For the ﬁrst N time steps, while the decoder is receiving the cut, the interval is updated by



= a[lk01 ; uk01 ] + [0V; V ] ... Ik+N 01 = a[lk+N 02 ; uk+N 02 ] + [0V; V ] and at time k + N by, Ik



= aN +1 [pi ; pi+1 ] + [00aN +1 (V ); 0Na +1 (V )] (4) N 01 i a where 0N (V ) = i=0 a V . The partition index i is pushed onto a stack S for later use. At time k + N + 1, the decoder waits to receive Ik+N



a new code-word. On the other hand, upon receiving the distinguishing bit z^k = 1 the decoder thinks that true state xk01 was not in the interval Ik01 . So, the decoder pops a partition index i from the top of the stack S and enlarges the interval as



Ik = a lk01 0ijIk01 j; uk01 +



2N 0(i+1)



jIk0 j + 0 V; V : (5) That is, the interval is extended to the left by ijIk0 j and to the right by (2N 0 (i + 1)) and the resulting interval is propagated by (1). Suppose that xk 2 Ik . At time k + 1 the encoder computes Ik and partitions Ik into 2N pieces of equal length (uk 0 lk )=2N as lk = p  p  1 1 1  p N = u k : 1



1



0



1



The encoder selects the code-word +N +1 zkk+1



20



= (0; i1 ; . . . ; iN )



(6)



[pi ; pi+1 ] that in which i = contains the true = 0. If this bit is ﬂipped by the channel (z^k+1 = 1) the encoder aborts and selects a new code-word at time k + 2. When the ﬁrst bit is received without error at the decoder the encoder +N +1 . If there were no errors in these N bits then the encoder emits zkk+2 selects a new code-word at time k + N + 2 and repeats. If, however, the channel ﬂipped any one of these N bits then the encoder keeps emitting distinguishing bits until the decoder has received a sequence of code-words interleaved with an equal number of distinguishing bits. Let us summarize the behavior of the encoder-decoder pair described above. Say that the system is “renewed” each time the interval Ik contains the true state and the decoder is expecting a new code-word. At a renewal time, the encoder-decoder dynamics are reset. In between renewal times, the interval either shrinks, if there were no channel errors, or the interval grows, if there was an error that was then recaptured by a sequence of distinguishing bits. The next result summarizes the statistics of the renewal time. Theorem 3: Let T denote the renewal-time of the encoder-decoder. Let the binary symmetric channel (BSC) have cross-over probability e 6= 1=2. For  < (1=(N + 2)) ln(1=4e(1 0 e)), the renewal-time has a ﬁnite moment generating function N j 1 is the index of the piece j =1 ij state xk . The encoder ﬁrst emits zk+1



E(eT ) = e e + e(N +1) (1 0 e)N +1 1 0 e 1 0 (1 0 e)N 1 0 1 0 4e(N +2) e(1 0 e) + 2 : e 2 Theorem 4: Consider (1) and the BSC. Let the BSC have cross-over probability e 6= 1=2. If 



(a; N; e) =



2N a e + 20N aN +1 (1 0 e)N +1 N + (1 0 e)(1 0 (1 0 e) )



2



1



e



a



j (N +2)



j =1



1 2(j 0 1) j01 j



ej (1 0 e)j < 1



(7)



then the encoder–decoder produces a bounded-error estimate, jxk (wk ) 0 x^k (wk )j < 1. Remark 3: To calculate the sum in (7), one can use the following generating function [7]:



E supw



p 1 1 2(j 0 1) 1 0 1 0 4x ; xj = j01 j 2 j =1



for x 



1: 4



For simplicity of presentation, the proofs of both theorems have been placed in the Appendix . We will focus here on the implication of our results. The only performance bound that we are aware of was stated in Theorem 2. Using the result of the theorem and [8, eq. 5.6.45], to calculate Er (R) for the BSC, we obtain the following bound for the existence of a bounded-error estimator:



p jaj < a = (pe + p21 0 e) 1



where 0  e  1=2 is the BSC cross-over probability. On the other hand, using the result of Theorem 4 and Remark 3, we have that the simple construction described previously yields a bounded-error estimator provided that



jaj < a = jmax f (a; N; e) < 1g aj;N 2



where (a; N; e) is given in Theorem 4.
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Fig. 1. Performance of constructed code for BSC.



In the top plot of Fig. 1, we plot a1 (solid line) and a2 (cross line) for different values of the BSC cross-over probability e. For smaller values of e the constructed codes outperform the best known bounds. However, for larger values of e the performance deteriorates. This may be attributed to: 1) lack of any forward error protection, and 2) the overhead of using a distinguishing symbol. In the lower plot of Fig. 1, we plot the optimal code-word length N that achieves the bound a2 and the average memory requirements of the constructed encoder–decoder. The average memory requirement is assumed to be proportional to the renewal time given in Theorem 3. This is a valid assumption since the stack S can grow by at most one slot at each time k . The actual memory usage will of course depend on the behavior of the channel. However, since the renewal time has a ﬁnite generating function it is meaningful to plot the average memory requirement. V. CONCLUSION We gave an explicit estimator for (1) over a BSC. We considered the BSC because it is the simplest truly noisy data-rate limited channel. The estimator has an important “renewal” property which allows a practical implementation. Furthermore, the estimator was shown to outperform the previously known bound. To simplify the analysis we assumed a perfect channel from the decoder to the encoder. This is the case, for example, when the encoder has limited communication power but the decoder does not. In this article we made some extremely simplifying assumptions. Extensions of our results should be clear for n-ary coding, multidimensional, and nonlinear systems with suitable Lipschitz conditions. APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 3 Lemma 1: Let xk 2 (0; i1 ; . . . ; iN ) in which



I i



+N +1 = k so that the encoder selects zkk+1 N j 0 1 = j =1 ij 2 and [pi ; pi+1 ] is the ith



piece of the 2N -partition of Ik that contains xk . If there are no bit errors for times k + 1; . . . ; k + N + 1, xk+N +1 2 Ik+N +1 and the interval shrinks according to the update law (4). At time k + N + 2, the encoder selects a new code-word. +N +1 +N +1 = zkk+1 the Proof: Upon having received z^kk+1 = decoder updates the interval according to (4), Ik+N +1 N +1 [pi ; pi+1 ] + [00aN +1 (V ); 0Na +1 (V )]. By (1), it follows a that xk+N +1 2 Ik+N +1 . Presumably, aN +1 < 2N so that the interval shrinks at a rate of aN +1 =2N . Lemma 2: Let xk 2 Ik . If there is a bit error at time k + 1, then xk+1 2 Ik+1 and the interval grows according to (5). At time k + 2, the encoder selects a new code-word. Proof: Since x 2 Ik the encoder selects the code-word k+N +1 = (0; i1 ; . . .k; iN ). The zk+1 encoder ﬁrst emits zk+1 = 0. Since there is a bit-error at time k + 1 the decoder receives z^k+1 = 1. The encoder aborts transmission of (i1 ; . . . ; iN ) and selects a new code-word at time k + 2. Since the decoder received the distinguishing symbol z^k+1 = 1 the interval is updated by (5)



k



I +1



= a lk 0 ijIk j; uk + 2N 0 (i + 1)



j kj + 0 I



V; V



for which 1  i  2N 0 1 was the integer on top of the stack. It follows that xk+1 2 Ik+1 . Lemma 3: Let xk 2 Ik and suppose for some K  1 that at time k + K (N + 1) + K the decoder has received an equal number of code and distinguishing symbols. Suppose also that for all k0 < k + K (N + 1) + K that the number of received code symbols is larger than the number of distinguishing symbols by at least one. Then, xk+K (N +1)+K 2 Ik+K (N +1)+K . Proof: At time k + K (N + 1) + K , the decoder has received C1



111 m C



D1



111 n 111 D



C



m +1



111



C



m



D



n +1



111



D



n (8)
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in which each Ci is a code symbol and each Di a distinguishing L i i symbol. By hypothesis ni  1, mi  1, L i=1 m = i=1 n = K l l i i and for all l < L, i=1 n < i=1 m . Recall that S denotes the stack used by the decoder. Write S as a sequence of symbols from bottom to top. So, the top of the stack is the last symbol in the sequence. Observe from the update laws (4) and (5) that for any code symbol Cm , 1  m  K and distinguishing symbol Dn , 1  n  K



(



I S



3



CD



)  aN +2 I (S ) + [00N +2 (V ); 0N +2 (V )]:



Here, we are making use of the following notation: “3” denotes the concatenation of two sequences of symbols and I (S ) denotes the decoder’s interval after having processed the sequence of symbols S . Observe that once S 3 Cm Dn is processed the stack also contains S . So, in processing (8) from left to right, we obtain



S



I



111 



3 111 C1



Cm D 1



C



m +1 a



K (N +2)



111



111



C



Dn



111 D



m



n +1



111



D



n



( ) + [00K (N +2) (V ); 0K (N +2) (V )]:



I S



However, the ﬁrst symbol is received starting at time k so that I (S ) = . This concludes the proof since xk+K (N +1)+K is contained in the last set by the system dynamics (1). Recall that the channel is modeled as an i.i.d. sequence of bits fbi ; i  0g such that z^k = zk + bk with “+” being binary addition. The situation in Lemma 1 occurs if and only if bk+1 ; . . . ; bk+N +1 is all identically 0’s. The situation in Lemma 2 occurs if and only if bk+1 = 1. Finally, the situation in the Lemma 3 occurs for the shortest k+K (N +1)+K sequence bk+1 of bit-length K (N + 1) + K such that 1) the ﬁrst bit bk+1 is a 0; 2) the second N bits bk+2 ; . . . ; bk+N +1 are not all identically 0’s; k+K (N +1)+K 3) for the remaining bits f1+bi gi=k+N +2 forms a sequence of K 0 1 code symbols interleaved with K distinguishing symbols such that for all k 0 < k + K (N +1)+ K the subsequence f1+ k bi gi=k+N +2 has zero or more code symbols than distinguishing symbols. The set of all bit-sequence of bit-length K (N + 1) + K with this property will be denoted BK . Let us say that the encoder-decoder is “renewed” whenever xk 2 Ik . Lemmas 1–3 show that exactly three things can happen in between renewal times and also that the renewal times are independent. Letting T denote the renewal time, we have the following. Lemma 4 (Distribution of the Renewal Times): Let the binary symmetric channel have cross-over probability e 6= 1=2. The renewal time T is distributed as Ik



P(T = 1) = e; P(T = N + 1) = (1 0 e) and, for K



N +1



Lemma 5: The integer cj = 1=j 2(jj0011) , j  1, known as the Catalan number, has the following properties: 1) cj is the number of f01; 1g-sequences fs1 ; . . . ; s2j g such that j n 2n and 2i=1 si = 0 ; i=1 si > 0 for i < p 1 j 2) j =1 cj x = 1 0 1 0 4x=2 for x  1=4. Proof of Lemma 4: Independence is a direct consequence of the fact that bit-errors occur independently of everything else in the system. The ﬁrst two probabilities are given by P (bk+1 = 1) and k+N +1 P (b 6= (0; 0; . . . ; 0)), respectively, where k is arbitrary. We k+1 only need to work to get the third probability which is given by k+K (N +1)+K P (bk+1 2 BK ). Again, k is arbitrary by independence of fbk g. Take kK(=N +1)+ 0. K For any b1 2 BK , by deﬁnition we have that the Nﬁrst bit +1 b1 = 0 followed by N bits that are not identically zeros, b2 6= (0; 0; . . . ; 0). This gives us the ﬁrst two terms in 10e 10(10e)N



in (9). The remaining bits f1 + bi gi=k+N +2 form the shortest sequence of K 0 1 code symbols interleaved with K distinguishing symbols such that for all k0 < k + K (N + 1) + K the subsequence f1 + bi gik=k+N +2 has zero or more code symbols than distinguishing symbols. Analogous to the f01; 1g-sequences in Lemma 5, we have that there can be cK such interleavings. After having formed the last symbol at some time k0 , the next symbol will be a code symbol if and only if bk +1 = 1 and it will be a distinguishing symbol if and only if K 01 (1 0 e)K in (9). bk +1 = 1. This gives us the remaining terms cK e The curious reader may use Lemma 5 to check that these probabilities add up to one. Finally, Theorem 3 is a direct consequence of Lemma 4. k+K (N +1)+K



APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4



^k is given by the mid-point of the interval Recall that the estimate x (uk + lk )=2. Since the interval contains the true state at renewal times,



a reasonable approach to characterize the stability of the estimate jxk 0 ^ j is to look at the renewal process fIT ; IT ; . . .g. One might expect that if the renewal process is stable then so is the estimate. This is, in general, not true. However, we will show that this is true when the moment generating function E (eT ) is ﬁnite and we will derive the conditions under which the estimate converges exponentially fast. We start with the case V = 0. Let A = fA1 ; . . . ; AT g be a stochastic process with random termination time T and A1 ; A2 ; . . . be independent copies of A xk



A



f



0 (1 0 e)K :



To verify these formulas, we will need a result known to combinatorial analysts [7].



g



;



i



1



:



1



. . . ; A1T



2



2



; A1 ; A2 ;



. . . ; A2T ; . . .g:



(10)



Then, taking 2 and denoting the estimation error as k = j k 0 ^k j, = j j, Observe that k may be written as the process x0



x



x



J0



I0



J



I0



J =J0



of partial products of the renewal process (10)



(9)



K 1



1



A1 ; A 2 ;



Jk J0



e



= fAi1 ; Ai2 ; . . . ; AiT



Construct a new “renewal” process by concatenating these copies of A



1



P(T = K (N + 2)) = (1 0 e)(1 0 (1 0 e)N ) 2 K1 2(KK0011)



i



in which m deﬁned by



=



n



01



T



i=1 j =1



i



Aj



m j =1



n



Aj



;



k



0



(11)



= k 0 (T 1 + 1 1 1 + T n 01 ) and nk is the stopping time nk



= minfn j T 1 + 1 1 1 + T n  kg:



It is tedious to write the exact distribution of A, but we will not need this. All we will need is the distribution of the worst-case estimate Jk
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at the sampling times T 1 ; T 2 ; . . .. Letting e denote the BSC cross-over probability



P T P T and for K



P T



= N + 1;



T



= 1; A1 = 2N = e



Ai



i=1



= 20N aN +1 = (1 0 e)N +1



(12)



1



= K (N + 2);



T



Ai



i=1



=a



Jk (!) = sup jxk (!; vk ) 0 x^k (!; vk )j v



eK 01 (1 0 e)K :



With this notation, we have the following results. Lemma 6: For any ` > 0, if (`) = E Ti=1 (Ai )` < 1 and (`) = E Ti=1 max(Ai ; 1)` < 1, then lim supk0 E (Jk =J0 )` < 1. Proof: Taking expectations of (11) and observing that the Ai are independent



Jk J0



`



=



n



01



E



i=1



some small  provided that there exists  > 0 for which EeT < 1. This last condition is guaranteed by Theorem 3 whenever the BSC cross-over probability e 6= 1=2. In conclusion, P (nk < bk=c) ! 0 exponentially fast in k. Thus, by (15) and (16), E (Jk =J0 )` ! 0 exponentially fast in k . When V 6= 0, the situation is more complicated. An exact analysis is involved, but we make a simple observation. Recall that the “worstcase” error Jk is a positive random process deﬁned as



K (N +2)



= (1 0 e)(1 0 (1 0 e)N ) 2 K1 2(KK0011)



E



1602



T



Aij



`



m



E



j =1



Anj



j =1



 (`)E (`) 01 :



`



in which ! 2 is a sample path in the underlying probability space and v k = (v1 ; . . . ; vk ) is a particular sample path of the disturbance. No probabilistic structure is imposed on v k or on the initial conditions. The initial conditions are assumed to satisfy only 0 6= x0 2 I0 . On the other hand, the worst-case effect that vk can have on Jk is to add a positive drift of V at each time step. Thus, we may again consider the renewal process (10) and write



Jk 



n



01



T



m



Aij



i=1 j =1



j =1



For our process, we may calculate (`) using the probabilities given in (12) and the generating function (Lemma 5) `



1 0 1 04 N + (1 0 e)(1 0 (1 0 e) ) 2 e



2



(14)



On the other hand, the estimation error Jk =J0 can be no worse than ak . So, we must have that jAi j  a for all i = 1; 2; . . . ; T . This means that = E Ti=1 max(Ai ; 1)` < Ea`T . This leads to the following result. Corollary 1: Let the BSC have cross-over probability e 6= 1=2 and for ` > 0, (`) < 1. Then, E (Jk =J0 )` ! 0 exponentially fast in k . Proof: If e 6= 1=2 and (`) < 1 then (14) implies that ln a < (1=`(N + 2))ln(1=4e(1 0 e)) is ﬁnite. However, this further implies that Ea`T < 1. To see this, write Ea`T = Ee`T ln a and invoke Theorem 3. Thus, we have



< (`)E (`)n 01 :



(15)



k



T



 P (nk < n) + (`)nP (nk  n) (16) where P (nk < n) = P (T + 1 1 1 + T n  k) since nk is a stopping time. Take k = dne and use Markov’s inequality 1



= e0k(0ln E(e



)=)



:



However, one of the oldest results in the theory of large deviations [9, Ch. 1, Lemma 9.4] is that the exponent  0 ln E (eT )= > 0 for



T



Aij



i=n j =1



m



EAij



j =1



j =m



Anj V:



n



EAnj



EAnj J0



01



T



T



EAij



i=n j =1



0



2



j =m k i=1



EAnj V



E (1)n 010n



where (`) and (`) are deﬁned as in the previous section. Finally, using these equations and the preceding results, we can prove Theorem 4. Proof of Theorem 4: As in Corollary 1, the conditions e 6= 1=2 and < 1 imply that



E n 0n



 P (n k 0 n i < n ) + n P (n k 0 n i  n ): Once again, nk is a stopping-time so that P (nk 0 ni < n) = P (T + 1 1 1 + T n  k 0 i). So, following the steps in Corollary 1 gives P (T + 1 1 1 + T n  k 0 i)  e0 k0i for some small  > 0 and k 0 i = n,  > ET . Since < 1, it follows that E n 0n  e0 k0i +  k0i . Thus, the series ki E n 0n 1



1



(



)



(



)



is convergent from which the desired result follows.



E (`)n



E (eT )n ek



m



i=1 j =1



(



On the other hand, observe that



P (T 1 + 1 1 1 + T n  k ) 



T



1



ln a < `(N 1+ 2) ln 4e(110 e) :



`



01



 (1)E (1)n 0 J + (1) V



provided that



J E k J0



i=1 j =1



n



Anj



i=1 j =1



+



(13)



01



n



`



aN +2 e(1 0 e)



m



However, the Ai are independent. So, we may write
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